Introduction
The one-dimensional cutting stock problem (1D-CSP) is defined by the following data: (m, L, l = (l 1 , . . . , l m ), b = (b 1 , . . . , b m )), where L denotes the length of each stock piece, m denotes the number of smaller piece types and for each type i = 1, . . . , m, l i is the piece length, and b i is the order demand. In a cutting plan we must obtain the required set of pieces from the available stock lengths. The primary objective is to minimize the number of used stock lengths. A special case in which the set of small objects is such that only one item of each product type is ordered, i.e., b i = 1 ∀i (sometimes also when b i are very small), is known as the bin-packing problem (1D-BPP).
In 1961, Gilmore and Gomory [GG61] proposed the following model of 1D-CSP. A cutting pattern describes how many items of each type are cut from a stock length. Let column vectors a j = (a 1j , . . . , a mj ) ∈ Z m + , j = 1, . . . , n, represent all possible cutting patterns. To be a valid cutting pattern, a j must satisfy
(knapsack condition). Moreover, we consider only proper patterns:
a ij ≤ b i , i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n
because this reduces the search space of the continuous relaxation in instances where the demands b are small [NST99] . Let x j , j = 1, . . . , n, be the frequencies (intensities, multiplicities, activities, run lengths, i.e., the numbers of application) of the patterns in the solution. The model of Gilmore and Gomory is as follows:
s.t. 
x j ∈ Z + , j = 1, . . . , n.
The huge number of variables/columns is not available explicitly for practical problems, at least with today's computers. Usually, necessary patterns are generated during a solution process (column generation, pricing). However, the number of different patterns in a solution cannot be greater than the number of used physical stock lengths and is usually comparable with the number of piece types. The model has a very strong relaxation [ST95, RS02] : the largest known gap is 7/6. Moreover, no variable values can be exchanged without changing the solution, i.e., the model has no symmetry. These reasons explain why the model has been used in many successful approaches for trim loss minimization, see, e.g., [DP03, dC98, BS03a] . Most of the research on cutting and packing deals with material input minimization. In industrial cutting operations, material input is a very important criterion. Furthermore, the number of cutting patterns contained in a solution may be crucial for the cutting equipment, since switching between different patterns often necessitates time-consuming and sometimes error-prone setups, especially if this is done manually. In [BS03b] a branch-and-price algorithm for setup minimization is investigated and compared to other known approaches. In this paper it will be used as a framework for the combined method.
Usually the set of product types is separated into lots, i.e., groups [JRZ99] . Each lot is shipped to a separate customer in one or several trucks /pallets /stacks. During cutting of the sequence of patterns specified in a solution, each open stack corresponds to a lot whose products have been started and not finished. Moreover, if several stacks are needed for the whole lot, we may consider an option to interrupt the lot when the current stack for it is closed. This option will not be considered in the current work since we have no real-life data. However, in the Outlook we present ideas how this option could be incorporated in our approach. Separation of the product set into lots is a simplification of the problem and can be modeled easily. Moreover, in practice some lots have a higher priority [JRZ99] , which further helps to determine which products should be in the beginning of the cutting sequence. We do not consider lots either, because of the absence of real-life data. Thus, we assume that each product type needs a separate stack.
Each stack, waiting to be completed and shipped, occupies some place near the cutting machine (temporary removal of an uncompleted stack is certainly not acceptable). In some applications we are restricted to 15-20 stacks. In other applications the maximum equals 2 [Sch02] . Concerning this criterion, most of the research has been done on sequencing patterns of a given solution [Yue91, YBS99] . In [YBS99] , for problems with m = 150 product types, lower bounds on the maximum number of open stacks are as high as 100 and solutions of about 130 are found. Thus, it is necessary to construct new patterns that lead to a better sequence. One of the few published approaches of this kind is [JRZ99] . By iterating pivot steps in the simplex method, many different solutions can be constructed and sequenced. The authors report on huge savings in the industry, resulting from their method. They also illustrate that reducing the number of open stacks can increase the number of different patterns, which is undesirable.
Another approach to construct a solution with the number of open stacks in mind is the ILP model of Johnston and Sadinlija [JS04] that considers not only the pattern sequence and the number of different patterns but also the minimum run length and order demand ranges. These additional conditions do not allow direct comparison of our approaches. With today's computers, their model is suitable for problem instances with up to 30 product types. In the current paper, using heuristics, we investigate instances with up to 150 types. In Section 2 a sequential heuristic for material input minimization is proposed. In Section 3 it is modified to reduce /restrict the number of open stacks. In Section 4 a combined approach for setup /open stacks minimization is proposed. In Section 5 it is extended by problem splitting.
A Sequential Heuristic Approach to Minimize Material Input
In [MZ93] a sequential value correction (SVC) heuristic is proposed for 1D-CSP. Like any sequential heuristic, it constructs a solution pattern after pattern and assigns a frequency to each one. However, SVC constructs several solutions iteratively and each pattern is generated using some information from previous solutions. This information, pseudo-prices of products, reflects the size of waste in the patterns containing a given product type. Each following pattern is generated so as to obtain a large enough total price of items inside, thus penalizing products which constitute bad patterns. To avoid accumulation of good patterns (with small items) in the beginning which leaves no possibilities for good combinations in the last patterns, the total price of a pattern should not be maximum. In [MZ93] it is proposed to set some minimum requirement ('barrier' or aspiration level) on the total price. Another heuristic of this kind, Max-Len-Mini-Items [Kup98] , tries to minimize the waste of each next pattern but the number of items inside is kept small so that shorter items are not overused. We propose another scheme to reduce 'too good' combinations, based on SVC: the total price of each next pattern is maximized and pseudo-prices are overproportional to product lengths (a separate study could be useful to compare the three approaches). The rest of the scheme is identical to the previous version of SVC. The pseudo-prices y ∈ R m are initialized e.g. with scaled simplex multipliers (see below). After generating pattern a maximizing ya, the prices are 'corrected': let
p L/(L − w) for p > 1 is called the overproportional material consumption norm of piece i in the generated pattern. The new pseudo-price of piece i is the following weighted average: Iteration number k = −1;
/until the solution is complete/ If x is an improvement, save it; Until (Optimality is Proved) or (Iterations Limit is Exceeded); where g 1 , g 2 are update weights with An intuitive explanation of the principle: the worse the patterns which contain the piece, the less promising that piece type, i.e., it does not combine well with other types. It should be 'packed' with a high priority, so it gets a higher pseudoprice. In the correction scheme (6), the overproportional material consumption norm of type i is weighted in correlation with the number of items of type i in the last generated pattern, while the old value is weighted in correlation with the total demand of the type. The scheme of the method is given in Algorithm 2.1.
To be exact, we should mention that the pseudo-values are not corrected after the last pattern of the solution if it was generated from all remaining items, i.e., if the condition lb ′′ ≤ L was true, which made the knapsack problem dispensable.
Computational Results Concerning Material Input
Similar to [BS03b] , we considered classes of problems (m, L, l, b) with parameters L = 10000; m ∈ {20, 50, 150};
The basic class was (m = 50, v = (0.01, 0.07) = v 3 , b i ∈ S 2 ). By varying the parameters of the basic class, we obtain the 9 test classes (m = 20,,), (,v 1 ,), . . . , (,v 5 ,), (,,S 1 ), (,,S 3 ), (m = 150,,). Moreover, by always varying only one of the parameters we avoid an explosion of the number of test classes. The CPU was Athlon XP 1400.
In Table 1 we compare the effectiveness of the heuristic for the main benchmark classes 1, 4, and 9, which are obtained by variation of m. 20 instances per class were computed. SVC parameters: at most 200 iterations were allowed. z 1D-CSP shows the average 1D-CSP optimum for each class; the entries in the main part contain the average best result of SVC. Each line was calculated with a different value of the overproportionality parameter p. The best values for each class are shown in bold.
To refine the search, we calculated all 9 classes, 100 instances per class (Table 2). Because the test set size changed, the average 1D-CSP optimum also changed. The entries which seem to represent local minima are bold. Class 2 was solved to optimality completely. Classes 2 and 3 with small product sizes are best solved with p ≈ 1 because this parameter was introduced to prohibit larger items remaining 'in the tail' of the solution. Classes 6 and 7, as class 1, seem to have their best p-values above 1.04.
The line 'Gap, %' shows the average best optimality gap (distance to the optimum) in per cent. As it can be seen, the heuristic is very powerful: the optimality gap is measured in tenth per cent units. The average number of iterations to find the best solution was about 60 with 200 iterations total; i. e., the search process does not stall. The two lines below the gap expose the results when p is varied dynamically. It is not advantageous except for classes 1 and 6 which seem to have their best p-values above 1.04.
In the line 't/100 iter', the time spent for 100 iterations is shown. For comparison, the line t opt BP gives the average optimum solution time when using branchand-price [BS03a] . It can be seen that the heuristic cannot compare with the exact method, both in terms of solution quality and time. But the effectiveness of the heuristic even on large-scale problems encourages us to apply it to tasks with several objectives where exact approaches are too complex [JS04] .
Further Algorithm Parameters
In Table 3 , the average optimality gap (N z − z 1D-CSP )/z 1D-CSP is compared for different algorithm parameter settings (20 instances per class). In the upper line there are the default results with p = 1.02, Ω = 1.5, 200 iterations, and weighting 
The default scheme seems to be the best on average. The effects of randomization are very different. In the last line we see the results with 1000 iterations per instance, which makes some improvement.
Problems with Small Order Demands
In 1D-BPP there is no question about the number of setups or open stacks. Thus, we investigate the effectiveness of SVC on such problems separately. Falkenauer's triplet instances [Fal96] are instances where each bin in the optimum solution contains 3 items without waste. They have been easy for the group genetic algorithm [Fal96] and exact approaches, see, e.g., [Pee02, BS03a] . But SVC finds only solutions with 1 superfluous material length. However, on randomly generated 1D-BPP instances similar to class 4 but with b i = 1 ∀i, all 100 instances were solved optimally with default settings.
Algorithm Modifications Concerning Open Stacks
In this section we make 2 efforts to account for the number of open stacks in a solution constructed by SVC. At first we try to penalize pseudo-prices of some products in order to reduce the number of different products in a pattern. The next approach, to explicitly restrict the number of open stacks, appears to be much more effective.
PARETO Criterion for the Multiple Objectives
As already mentioned, the number of open stacks is a secondary criterion to evaluate a solution while material input is the main criterion. We say that a solution (N z
The criterion can be straightforwardly extended to the case where each solution is additionally evaluated by N d , the number of different patterns.
Updating Pseudo-Prices Considering Open Stacks
During the sequential construction of a solution in SVC, we can observe the current number of open stacks and try to prohibit its increase in the subsequent patterns. In the inner Repeat-loop of Algorithm 2.1, after constructing a new pattern, for all open products we multiply their prices by π = π 0 × ρ k , where k is the SVC iteration number, π 0 > 1, and ρ > 1. This forces the open products to appear in the next pattern thus reducing the chance to open any new products. A disadvantage of this approach is that we have no control over the first pattern: it is unclear which products should be contained there. In practice this situation can be simplified by priorities assigned to different lots.
We illustrate the solution process by an example. A test instance from class 9 (m = 150) is solved. The minimum material input is 2578 stock lengths. When in some iteration a solution is found which is PARETO-better than all previously known according to the 3 criteria ( 
Restricting the Number of Open Stacks
In Thus, the explicit restriction helps to obtain solutions with better material utilization and fewer different patterns. The last two solutions have only 9 open stacks (but much more material input) because π 0 and ρ were kept as above. Setting them both equal to 1 makes no significant changes in this example. To get good solutions with 9 open stacks, it is effective to set this limit explicitly.
In Table 4 , 20 instances were solved per class, p = 1.02. For each N o max , the 3 lines show the average and maximum material surplus 100 × (N z − z 1D-CSP )/z 1D-CSP and the number of different patterns.
With only 4 open stacks, the maximum material surplus is below 2% while the average is below 0.54%, which is probably acceptable in most industries.
For class 7 with small order demands, the restriction of open stacks is most sensitive in terms of material input since it becomes difficult to generate good patterns with a small number of different product types in a pattern. Class 6 obviously needs another value of p, as it follows from the above experiments. Numbers of patterns are a bit out of line in classes 2 and 3, when compared to the rounded LP solutions. Generally, the fewer open stacks allowed, the greater the material input and the number of setups. For comparison, the last 4 lines show the results plus the average obtained number of open stacks for the unrestricted calculation.
Combined Minimization of Setups and Open Stacks
Now, the heuristic presented in the previous section is simplified and integrated into a pattern minimization approach [BS03b] in order to combine setup and open stacks minimization. The heuristic is simplified to a sequencing procedure to sequence patterns of a given solution, which is done at some nodes of the branchand-price tree. Thus, we have no explicit control over the number of open stacks, we can only look for good solutions. Again, the PARETO criterion evaluates different solutions in relation to the multiple objectives.
The branch-and-price scheme for setup minimization [BS03b] is used as a framework to provide different solutions which are passed on to a sequencing procedure trying to find a sequence of patterns with a small number of open stacks. There are many sequencing procedures in the literature, e.g., [Yue91, YBS99] . For this purpose, we modified SVC in the following way: the starting pattern of a new sequence is chosen at random and the following patterns are chosen from the given solution according to the maximum total pseudo-value. 200 sequences are tried. The value correction scheme is p = 1.02, π 0 = 1.02, ρ = 1.001.
During branch-and-price, the rounding procedure is applied at each 10th node to investigate the neighborhood of the LP solution by constructing several residual problems [BS02, BS03a] . Each residual problem is solved by pure SVC (no open stacks restriction). The solution of the residual is combined with the rounded part giving a solution for the whole problem. Also, a feasible solution may be obtained as an integer solution of a node's LP. If a feasible solution is an improvement in terms of the number of setups, it is sequenced. Otherwise, sequencing is carried out with a probability of 0.1.
In Table 5 , the time limit was 2m seconds per instance, other settings were as in [BS03b] . 20 instances were solved in each class. The tests were done for different levels of material surplus. ∆K is the number of stock lengths which can 1D-CSP ⌉ we show the average solutions with the best number of setups ('min N d ') and the best number of open stacks ('min N o '). For all ∆K we show the so-called average neutral solutions. For each instance we obtain a set of PARETO-best solutions regarding
.e., we are indifferent about the increase either in the one or the other criterion by 1% of its minimum value (if we imagine that the line representing PARETO-best solutions is differentiable). 
Problem Splitting
To further reduce the number of open stacks, we propose to split up the problem. Clearly, this leads to an increased material input.
In the previous section, for the chosen class with m = 150 product types, we achieved solutions with, e. Thus, the index set I = {1, . . . , m} of product types is partitioned into subsets I l ⊂ I, l = 1, . . . , n s . Then each subproblem (m l = |I l |, L, l i∈I l , b i∈I l ) is optimized for setups and open stacks. For material input in a subproblem we set an upper bound N z ≤ ⌈1.002z 1D-CSP ⌉, where z 1D-CSP is the value of the best solution found (not all subproblems could be solved optimally). For each subproblem there is produced a set of PARETO-best solutions regarding N d and N o . From these partial solutions we form PARETO-best solutions for the whole problem, regarding all 3 criteria N d , N o , and N z . Note that for each splitting variant we get 
Again, this is done only in order to find a 'compromise' solution; a practitioner could choose another cost function.
Splitting Methods
We tried only random partitioning of the product set. Two partitioning strategies were applied. In the first method, each product type was independently assigned to a subproblem l ∈ {1, . . . , n s }. For m = 150 and n s = 3, the resulting values of m l were observed between 30 and 70. In the second method, the subproblem sizes were kept nearly equal, i.e., m l ≤ ⌈m/n s ⌉. Some splitting variants may be very disadvantageous. In an instance with m = 150, the first random splitting into 3 parts with m l = 50 produced a total LP bound that was by 10% greater than that in the whole problem. The second splitting variant was only 2% greater. For each instance we tried 100 variants and chose a few of them with the smallest total material input (for 100n s subproblems, n s = 3, this was less than a minute of CPU time on average).
Another approach to split up a problem would be to take a solution with a small number of open stacks produced by SVC and to select subsets of items contained in subsequences of cutting patterns. This way could lead to better material utilization in each subproblem. However, each product type is usually contained in several patterns, so even here difficulties are possible. Also, no systematic method to improve a given splitting has been found. Note that in the industry the task would be easier: we usually have lots (groups of products) and lot priorities.
Computational Results
In Table 6 average time needed to optimize the 100n s subproblems for material input with a time limit of 300 seconds per subproblem. N Opt 1D-CSP is the number of subproblems for which the 1D-CSP could not be solved optimally (counting for all 20 whole instances). m l , m l are the minimum and maximum m l . The time limit was m l seconds for a subproblem and 300 seconds for a whole problem.
For comparison to the case without splitting, line 1 repeats data from Table 5 with ∆K = ⌈1%(z 1D-CSP )⌉ for class 9. For the line '10/100', 10 splittings with the best material input were chosen from 100 obtained by the first method (n s = 3). For the line '3/100', only 3 best were chosen. This leads to a better N z but worse N o and N d . For the line 'm l ≤ 50' (the second splitting method), 3 variants out of 100 were tried. We see that subproblems with nearly equal size, i.e., obtained by the second splitting method, give worse results. For the line '10/10', all 10 variants obtained by the second method were optimized. As no selection regarding material input was made, both other criteria have good levels. For n s = 5 and the first splitting method we obtain 8.3 stacks and a material input increase of 1.6%. Classes 3' and 8' resemble those from Table 5 but with m = 150, i.e., class 3' had v 2 = 0.4 and class 8' had b i ∈ S 3 .
Summary and Outlook
The investigation of the proposed methods on a broad range of test problem classes has shown the following.
The proposed modification of the sequential heuristic SVC shows an average material surplus under 1% even for 3 open stacks allowed in problems with up to 150 product types.
A combined setup /open stacks minimization approach gives as many as 25 open stacks for the standard class with 150 product types when allowing material surplus of 0.2%. This can be reduced down to 11 open stacks when splitting up the problem into 3 parts; material surplus is then about 0.6%. Largely, the effects of problem parameters are: smaller products allow solutions with fewer patterns but necessitate more open stacks. Smaller order demands reduce the number of patterns but increase the number of open stacks. About 25% of the instances of the chosen class with m = 150 seem to have only a few material-minimum solutions (see also [BS03b] ) so that pattern /open stacks minimization is not very successful. A small increase of material input relieves the difficulty.
The options of lots and of several trucks for a lot (see Introduction) can be incorporated in SVC as follows. If after applying a pattern at a (not necessarily maximum) frequency, some trucks /stacks are finished, then we are free whether to continue the open lot with the next truck or to switch to another lot. Some further technological criteria may apply here.
